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Introduction We have proposed learning methods for building a large-scale and
high accuracy general ontology called Japanese Wikipedia Ontology (JWO) by
extracting the concepts and relationships between concepts from various semistructured resources in Japanese Wikipedia [3]. However, JWO has problems
because it lacks upper classes and appropriate deﬁnitions of properties. Thus,
the aim of our research was to complement the upper classes in JWO by aligning JWO and Japanese WordNet (JWN) 3 using ontology alignment(OA) techniques. To achieve our aim, we developed tools that help users to reﬁne classinstance relationships, to identify the JWO classes that need to be aligned with
JWN synsets, and to align the JWO classes with the JWN synsets via user
interaction. We also integrated JWO and JWN by using a domain ontology development environment, DODDLE-OWL [1]. Moreover, we propose a method
for building a class hierarchy with deﬁned properties by elevating common properties deﬁned in sibling classes to higher classes in JWO. This research is based
on our previous study [2]. The reﬁned JWO and source code of the developed
tools can be downloaded via a GitHub repository 4 .
Proposed Methods We propose two main types of method: aligning JWO
and JWN; and deﬁning the domains of properties based on a consideration of
property inheritance. Note that we used the version of JWO from November
2010 and JWN ver. 1.1 in this study. The details of the proposed methods are
described in [2]. The procedures used for aligning JWO and JWN are described
as follows:
1. Extracting class-instance relationships from the listing pages of Japanese
Wikipedia
2. Reﬁning class-instance relationships and identifying alignment target classes
3. Aligning JWO classes and JWN synsets
4. Integrating JWO and JWN using DODDLE-OWL
5. Removing redundant class-instance relationships
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We used OA techniques to integrate JWO and JWN. OA is usually applied
to similar structured domain ontologies. However, the structure of JWO is quite
diﬀerent from that of JWN. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to apply OA techniques
using glosses, common instances or properties, and the class hierarchy structure
in the two ontologies. Thus, we used methods based on string matching similarity
(preﬁx, suﬃx, edit distance, and n-gram) as OA techniques to integrate JWO and
JWN. The methods we selected are very basic OA techniques and the accuracy
of the alignments may be low. Therefore, we developed a tool that supports
the alignment of classes in JWO and the synsets in JWN via user interaction.
The inputs for the tool are the alignment target classes in JWO. A user can
dynamically align the classes in JWO and the synsets in JWN. The user aligned
736 alignment target classes in JWO and sysnsets in JWN using the tool in
about 6 hours.
As a result, the number of classes from JWO is 2,787, the number of classes
from JWN is 675, the number of instances is 344,934, and the number of classinstance relationships is 444,597.
The procedure of deﬁning domains of properties based on a consideration of
property inheritance by reﬁning the deﬁnition of the domains of properties in
JWO is as follows:
1. Extracting the domains of properties from instance triples and the types of
subject resources for the instance triples (If there is an instance triple s-p-o
and the type of s is T, the domain of property p is T. )
2. Elevating common properties that are deﬁned in the sibling classes to higher
classes in JWO
3. Removing the properties deﬁned in a class that are also deﬁned in superclasses of the class (The properites can be derived using a reasoner, so we
regard them as redundant properties and remove them.)
As a result, we extracted 4,357 properties. After elevating the properties and
removing the redundant properties that are deﬁned expressly, we reduced the
number of domains of properties from 143,500 to 18,678.
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